ADDENDUM NO. 07

Subject: ROBERT POLLOCK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-MAJOR RENOVATIONS

Location: Robert Pollock Elementary School
          2951 Welsh Road, Philadelphia, PA 19152

This Addendum dated May 12, 2022, shall modify and become part of the Bidding and Contract Documents for the work of this project. Any items not mentioned or affected by this addendum, shall be performed strictly in accordance with the original documents, unless modified by prior addenda.

1. NOTICES: NONE

2. REVISIONS TO DIVISION 00, GENERAL AND SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS: NONE

3. REVISIONS TO DIVISION 01 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: NONE

4. REVISIONS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: NONE

5. REVISIONS TO DRAWINGS: NONE

6. RFI’S AND RESPONSES:

Q1: “Drawing C100 identifies an underground vault and 2 tanks in the area where the tanks are being replaced. We are looking for clarification on if this is in fact a vault and if it is to be removed as well as the existing tanks.”

A1: Please disregard the two “Vault” labels on sheet C-100, there are no vaults. There is a single underground storage tank below two concrete pads with manholes. Refer to section 01-1155 for full description of underground storage tank removal.

7. ATTACHMENTS: NONE